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CHRISTMAS
SUNRISE
Sing-A-Long Christmas Book

Written by Dr. Calvin James
Illustrated by Jordan PizzutiThank you Beth, Jordan, Chris,

Sean, and especially my wife Toni.

For my sons Asher & Zephyr
and to all those kids, big and small, 

young and old who love the holidays. 
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Feeling Like Snow
click here to play song

I remember way back when 
we were young. 
We’d look at the clouds 
at night, 
so gray 
we would say, 

“It’s feeling like snow…”

I can’t count all the times
I would wake to find
that all those clouds 
had let me down.
But I hope this time I’m right
because I would love a 
White Christmas!
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https://youtu.be/B9CBCvyUmWo?si=9I4sE9PMsQ3fKMRo
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Put on your gloves and your hat,
your biggest coat and throw on your boots.
Maybe we’ll fool these old clouds into thinking 

 It’s feeling like snow… 

Now I can’t wait to get outside 
because I know this time 
that all those clouds 
won’t let me down! 
Come on! Come on!

I think we deserve as much 
as anyone a White Christmas!
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I just know this time I’m right!
We will wake to find 
that all those clouds 
were on our side! 
Come on! Come on!

  You can give me presents   
   galore, but there’s   
    nothing I want  
    more than a   
    White Christmas.
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Oh let it snow! 

 No blue skies! 
 No sunshine! 
 Make it white! 

   Let gray clouds roll!
     Let it snow! 

   Oh let it snow! 



One More Night
click here to play song

Streets are empty.
The stores are closed.

A few more miles 
and I’ll be home. 

The snow is still falling 
and I’m so cold, 

but I don’t care 
anymore

because I’ve got 
one more night to wait…

Here’s to those kids who can’t fall asleep, 
but isn’t that all of us on Christmas Eve?

 Hoping The Sandman will come, 
  but even he took the night off. 
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https://youtu.be/pRiux2IWRAg?si=9LYEQRcaPJCRirvs
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Oh! The sun is not doing it’s job
because this night is way too long!

The one time 
everyone wishes time would fly!

Tonight no one will close their eyes. 

Everyone will be awake

because we’ve got one more night to 
wait…

Christmas Sunrise
click here to play song

I hope you’re not tired 
because we’ve got a long ride. 
Christmas only works if I’m home. 

 Because I need my family 
 and friends to be with me 
 no matter how far I must go.

And the children are laughing! 
The snowflakes are painting 
the sidewalks wherever I go!
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https://youtu.be/QZrschEwlnE?si=WGNduglKi20tOLX6
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As soon as we get there 
we’ll leave all of our cares. 
They’re better off out in the cold.

 We’ll pretend we’re still young
 and do things we haven’t done
 like nearly freeze to death 
 playing in the snow. 

   And the children are laughing!  
   The snowflakes are painting 
   the sidewalks wherever I go!

This world keeps changing,
but this day still makes me 
feel like I did so long ago!
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I want a sunrise, 
a clear Christmas Sunrise

like the ones as a child I prayed for

and I want my family 
and friends to be with me

no matter how far they must go.
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And the children are laughing! 
 The snowflakes are painting 
  the sidewalks wherever I go!

This world keeps changing, 
but this day still makes me 
feel like I am young
even if I get old.

This day makes me feel there is hope. 
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